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Abstract. Although the maturity of the artificial intelligence technologies is rather advanced nowadays, its adoption, deployment
and application is not as wide as it could be expected. This could be attributed to many barriers, where the lack of trust of users
stands out. Accountability is a relevant factor to advance in this trustworthiness aspect, as it enables discovering the causes that
derived a given decision or suggestion made by an artificial intelligence system. In this article, the use of ontologies is conceived
as a way for making machine learning systems accountable, thanks to their conceptual modelling capabilities to describe a domain
of interest, as well as formality and reasoning capabilities. The feasibility of the proposed approach has been demonstrated in a
real-world energy efficiency scenario and it is expected to pave the way towards raising awareness of the possibilities of semantic
technologies in different factors that may be key in the trustworthiness of artificial intelligence-based systems.
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1. Introduction

Even though the maturity of the artificial intelli-
gence (AI) technologies is rather advanced nowadays,
according to McKinsey1, its adoption, deployment and
application is not as wide as it could be expected. This
could be attributed to many barriers including cultural,
economic and technical [1, 2], as well as social barri-
ers, where the lack of trust of potential end-users in AI
systems is remarkable [3, 4]. As a matter of fact, there
are many concerns that derive in this lack of trust such
as potential safety issues that may lead to harm hu-
mans [5, 6] and biases towards the penalisation of cer-

*Corresponding author. E-mail: iker.esnaola@tekniker.es
1https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/

artificial-intelligence/ai-adoption-advances-but-foundational-barriers-remain

tain social groups [7–9]. However, this lack of trust, if
carefully managed, can be overcame thus contributing
to the acceptance of AI systems [2].

AI trustworthiness can be defined as “the extent to
which a user is confident in, and willing to act on the
basis of, the recommendations, actions, and decisions
of an artificially intelligent decision aid” [10]. There
are many factors that affect this lack of trust [11, 12],
including the explainability. This factor has been ad-
dressed by the so-called explainable artificial intelli-
gence (XAI), which refers to the “techniques that en-
able human users to understand, appropriately trust,
and effectively manage the emerging generation of
artificially intelligent partners” [13]. XAI was inten-
sively studied from the 1970s to the 1990s [14], al-
though a resurgence of the topic has been seen recently
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due to the current technological advancements in the
various fields of the AI [15].

The explainability is necessary but far from suffi-
cient for achieving the desired trustworthiness in AI
systems. In order to do so, not only should the de-
veloped AI systems be explainable, but also account-
able [16, 17]. As a matter of fact, the ability to hold
them accountable by explaining their inner workings,
their results and the causes of failures to users, regula-
tors and citizens, is critical to achieve trust [18].

The accountability can be defined as the ability
to determine whether a decision was made in accor-
dance with procedural and substantive standards and
to hold someone responsible if those standards are not
met [17]. This means that with an accountable AI sys-
tem, the causes that derived a given decision can be
discovered, even if its underlying model’s details are
not fully known or must be kept secret. In other words,
the person, group or company in charge of the AI sys-
tem should be able to answer questions that are related,
not only to the obtained outputs (e.g. what the output
result is or when the output is generated), but also to
the AI procedures that led to such outputs (e.g. which
data set(s) are used to train the AI system or how well
the AI system performs in terms of accuracy).

However, the information needed to answer these
questions is hardly ever accessible in a straightforward
way. This information is scattered across multiple files,
repositories and systems, and in the worst-case sce-
nario, is not even registered. That means that, if the
person, group or company in charge of the AI sys-
tem wanted to answer the aforementioned questions, it
would be very time consuming, as it would be needed
to be an expert or have the help of experts in differ-
ent frameworks, systems, data models, repositories and
query languages. As a matter of fact, the regular per-
formance these accountancy tasks would be infeasible.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider that the
adequate representation of data, processes and work-
flows involved in AI systems could contribute to make
them accountable in an easier and systematic man-
ner. There are a variety of technologies that offer con-
ceptual modelling capabilities to describe a domain
of interest, but only ontologies combine this feature
with Web compliance, formality and reasoning capa-
bilities [19].

Since the AI is a field that comprises a variety
of fields ranging from natural language processing
to knowledge representation [20], this article focuses
on a specific branch: the machine learning (ML).
Namely, an ontology-based approach is proposed to-

wards achieving the accountability of ML systems.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the related work. The proposed ontology-
based approach is described in Section 3 and demon-
strated in a real-world use case in Section 4. It is evalu-
ated and discussed in Section 5 and finally, conclusions
of this work are shown in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Although the usage of Semantic Technologies to-
wards the achievement of Trustworthy AI has been re-
searched in the literature, their full potential is yet to
be exploited.

[21] provides a literature-based overview of the us-
age of Semantic Technologies alongside ML methods
in order to facilitate their explainability. According to
the reviewed literature, the main role of the Semantic
Technologies is, on the one hand, to make Neural Net-
works explainable, and on the other, to create explain-
able embeddings with knowledge graphs. As for the
domains of application, the healthcare domain has at-
tracted a lot of attention, although they are also present
in the entertainment or commercial field.

[22] presents an approach for creating more under-
standable post-hoc explanations of decision tree algo-
rithms. In this approach, ontologies that model the con-
cerned domain knowledge are used in the process of
generating such explanations. Results showed that de-
cision trees generated with the support of domain on-
tologies are more understandable than those generated
without them. The downside of this approach is that
the used ontologies are manually created ad-hoc for
each problem, which definitely hinders its usability.

[23] proposes an explanation ontology that can be
used by designers to support the generation of different
explanation types into their AI-enabled systems. Nine
different explanation types are identified, each with
different needs, and the proposed ontology can encode
them as OWL restrictions. This provides a means for
system designers to translate their user requirements
gathered from user studies to explanations that can be
generated by their systems.

Doctor XAI is presented in [24], an ontology-
based approach for producing post-hoc explanations of
black-box sequential data classification methods. The
application of the approach is focused on the medical
domain, but since the method is agnostic with regards
to the black box model, the possible applications cover
several scenarios where a sequence of events linked
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to ontology concepts can be identified, including an
online market basket analysis or Wikipedia user be-
haviour forecast.

[25] proposes an ontology-based knowledge repre-
sentation and reasoning framework for human-centred
transfer learning explanations. This approach exploits
the reasoning capabilities offered by the Semantic
Technologies and makes use of external knowledge
bases to infer different kinds of human understandable
explanatory evidence, allowing common users with-
out ML expertise to have a good insight of transfer
learning explanations. In [26], semantic reasoning and
ML have been combined for explaining the rationale
of classification predictions in an informative manner
to human users, which is expected to in turn strengthen
the trust relationship between human decision makers
and intelligent systems making the prediction.

Knowledge graphs can provide an explainable layer
that may act an effective way to interpret the black-
box answers given by neural models [27, 28], which
have been proved to be useful in the field of conver-
sational agents [29] and recommender systems [30].
Furthermore, the existing approaches, limitations and
opportunities for knowledge graphs in XAI are anal-
ysed in [31]. In this article, knowledge graphs are envi-
sioned to bring XAI to the right level of semantics and
interpretability, supporting explanations that may over-
take existing limitations in different AI fields, ranging
from computer vision to natural language processing.

In [32], it is stated that semantic representations for
explainability can evolve from existing representations
for provenance and context. Therefore, the strengths
of the Semantic Web, coupled with ML methods, will
be a significant contributor to hybrid explainable AI
systems. To the extent of knowledge of author, so far,
the main focus of the usage of Semantic Technologies
has been placed on explainability, although account-
ability is considered a key requirement that should be
met to achieve trustworthy AI systems [33, 34]. [35]
makes a first contribution on the usage of ontologies to
support the accountability of ML systems, proposing a
method to know which predictive model was responsi-
ble for making a given forecast, but also, to understand
where such forecasts come from, that is, which is their
underlying rationale. However, many fundamental as-
pects that could contribute to making the ML systems
accountable remain unaddressed, such as the descrip-
tion of the procedure followed to develop the predic-
tive models.

All this evidence reinforces the discourse that the
Semantic Technologies could play a more important

Fig. 1. Outline of FIDES.

role in achieving trustworthy AI systems in general,
and in solving the accountability challenge for ML sys-
tems in particular.

3. FIDES: Making Machine Learning Systems
Accountable

Towards the achievement of accountable ML sys-
tems, this article presents FIDES2. FIDES is a tool that
leverages ontologies for representing, structuring and
setting formal relations among the predictive models
and the forecasts that conform a ML system, and pro-
vides end-users with the necessary means to exploit
this knowledge and answer the pertinent questions.

3.1. FIDES at a glance

This approach consists of three phases as shown in
Figure 1.

In the first phase, the predictive model that will solve
the problem at hand is developed. Depending on the
type of the problem addressed, and the quality and the
amount of the data available, some algorithms may
provide better results than others. Furthermore, the ad-
equate fine-tuning of the hyperparameters of the algo-
rithms may have a direct effect on the performance of
the final model. Therefore, at this stage, the data sci-
entists in charge of developing the model will need to
make the opportune choices. Once the model is gener-
ated, it is deployed into production in order to gener-
ate the aimed forecasts. FIDES is model-agnostic with

2Fides was the Roman goddess of trust.
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a view to be valid for the wide variety of existing ML
algorithms, and it works with predictive models de-
veloped in R programming language and deployed in
RServe3, a server that allows to execute R implemen-
tations.

In the second phase, the relevant information re-
lated to the developed predictive model and the gen-
erated forecasts are retrieved from R and Rserve re-
spectively, and annotated with the adequate ontologi-
cal terms. Then, the resulting RDF triples are automat-
ically stored in an Openlink Virtuoso4 repository. Both
the retrieval and semantic annotation of the data, and
the storage of the RDF triples is fully automated with
a service based on Apache Jena5, so there is no need
for human intervention. The main goal of this service
is to minimise potential performance issues and errors
derived from manual practices. More details on the on-
tologies used to annotate the relevant data are provided
in Section 3.2.

In the third phase, the end-users are provided with
a GUI (Graphical User Interface) that facilitates the
retrieval of the information that helps to make ML
systems accountable. This GUI implements a set of
API methods developed in Apache Jena, which in turn
execute a set of predefined parameterizable SPARQL
queries, thus abstracting end-users from the underlying
query language.

3.2. Ontologies for Accountability

In order to make ML systems accountable, FIDES
envisions the representation of two main knowable
topics: the forecast made by the predictive model, and
the procedure followed by such a predictive model
for making the forecast. In order to formalise the in-
formation requirements for each knowable topic, the
Competency Questions (CQ) were used as proposed
by different ontology engineering methodologies such
as NeOn [36] or LOT [37].

Regarding the forecasts made by a predictive model,
it may be of interest to represent the information that
may answer to CQs of the following style:

– Which is the value of a given forecast?
– When was a given forecast generated?
– What or who generated a given forecast?

3https://www.rforge.net/Rserve/
4https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
5http://jena.apache.org/

As for the procedure followed by a given predictive
model for making forecasts, the information that may
be of interest can be divided in, on the one hand, the
information addressing the data used to train the pre-
dictive model, and on the other, the information con-
cerning the details of the procedure implemented by
the predictive model.

The training data can be characterised by its fea-
tures, including the amount of data used, the dependent
and independent variables considered, and the statisti-
cal characteristics such as the variance, mean or me-
dian of the data. Therefore, the CQs of the following
style could be of interest:

– Which is the frequency of a given predictive
model’s training data?

– Which is amount of observations used for training
a given predictive model?

– When was the last data point within a given pre-
dictive model’s training data collected?

Regarding the predictive model’s procedure details,
information related to the algorithm used and its hy-
perparameters may be of interest, as well as the per-
formance assessed in development time. This can be
procured by CQs of the following style:

– Which is the base algorithm of the predictive
model?

– Which is are the hyperparameter values of the
predictive model?

– Which is the RMSE of the predictive model?

The answering of this kind of CQs contributes to, on
the one hand, the identification of potential causes that
may have led to undesirable outcomes produced by AI
systems, and on the other, the evaluation and assur-
ance that AI systems are legally, ethically and techno-
logically robust, while respecting democratic values,
human rights and the rule of law, for example, as re-
quested by the EU Artificial Intelligence Act6.

3.2.1. Ontology selection
Once the requirements that the ontology needs to

satisfy were identified, the adequate set of ontology
terms were developed or selected and used to an-
notate such information. In this regard, the ontology
reuse best practice [38] was followed and the approach
for selecting the potential ontologies to be reused
was inspired by the Ontological Resource Reuse Pro-

6https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=
CELEX:52021PC0206&from=EN

https://www.rforge.net/Rserve/
https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
http://jena.apache.org/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52021PC0206&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52021PC0206&from=EN
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cess [39]. For the search of relevant ontologies, four
reputed sources were consulted: LOV and LOV4IoT
ontology catalogues, and Google Scholar7 and Sci-
enceDirect8 research databases. Additionally, for the
assessment, comparison and the final selection of the
ontologies to be reused, the following set of ontology
quality criteria defined by [40] were followed:

– Having an explicit license that specifies that they
can be used and under which conditions.

– Having enough documentation to understand the
ontology purpose, domain and fundamentals, and
determine whether it describes this domain appro-
priately or not.

– Having a minimum metadata to help human users
and computer applications understand the data as
well as other important aspects that describe a
data set.

3.2.2. Ontologies for representing forecasts
Currently, there are many ontologies which could be

used for representing events or activities, the result of
which is an estimate of the value of a quality of the
feature of interest, obtained using a specific procedure.
A thorough analysis of ontologies covering such a do-
main can be found in [40], and it can be concluded that
the SOSA/SSN ontology9 proposed by [41, 42] may be
one of the most appropriate ontologies for represent-
ing forecasts due to, for example, its nice documen-
tation, complete metadata and alignments to related
domain ontologies. However, SOSA/SSN ontology’s
admission of different models to represent the same
state of affairs may derive in interoperability problems,
which is why it was discarded in FIDES. Instead, the
EEPSA ontology10 proposed by [43] was selected to
be reused, as it was developed on the basis that a proper
axiomatisation shapes the set of admitted models bet-
ter, and therefore, establishes the ground for a better
interoperability.

Although being developed for supporting a data an-
alyst assistant in energy efficiency and thermal com-
fort problems in buildings [44], the backbone of the
EEPSA ontology is defined as a combination of three
Ontology Design Patterns (ODP) that can be used
as basic building blocks to address similar problems
in different domains. These ODPs try to be mini-
mal in the number of classes and properties offered,

7https://scholar.google.com
8https://www.sciencedirect.com
9http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn
10http://w3id.org/eepsa

but include appropriate ontology axioms that allow
proper inferences. Namely, the three ODPs are the Af-
fectedBy ODP11, the Execution-Executor-Procedure
(EEP) ODP12 and the Result-Context (RC) ODP13.
Thanks to the great flexibility provided by this ODP-
based ontology engineering modelling solution, the
combination of these three ODPs have led to the de-
velopment of ontologies covering other domains such
as the agrifood as presented in [45].

The AffectedBy ODP defines two classes repre-
senting features of interest (aff:FeatureOfInterest) and
their qualities (aff:Quality) and three object properties:
aff:belongsTo, aff:affectedBy and aff:influencedBy.
The aff:belongsTo object property supports the notion
that every quality belongs to the feature of interest it
is intrinsic to (i.e. a quality cannot belong to different
features of interest), thus following the conceptualisa-
tion defined in the DOLCE upper level ontology pro-
posed by [46]. The aff:affectedBy object property re-
lates a quality with another quality that it affects, and
the aff:influencedBy object property relates a quality
with the feature of interest that it influences.

The EEP ODP imports the AffectedBy ODP and
its two classes, and additionally, it defines three more
classes: eep:Execution, eep:Executor, and eep:Proce-
dure. An individual of eep:Execution is an event
(e.g. a forecast) upon a quality of a feature of in-
terest, produced by an agent by performing a proce-
dure. As for an individual of eep:Executor, it is an
agent (e.g. a predictive model) capable of perform-
ing tasks by following procedures. Lastly, an indi-
vidual of eep:Procedure (e.g. the procedure imple-
mented by a predictive model) describes the workflow,
protocol, plan, algorithm, or computational method
to be executed by agents to produce an event. Fur-
thermore, the eep:madeBy, eep:usedProcedure, and
eep:onQuality object properties are introduced in the
EEP ODP. The eep:madeBy object property links an
execution to the agent that performs the action, the
eep:usedProcedure object property links an execution
to the procedure that describes the task to be per-
formed; and the eep:onQuality object property links
an execution to the quality concerned by the execu-
tion. These three functional object properties, com-
bined with a set of property chain axioms defined in the
EEP ODP, allow the inference of the remaining object
properties eep:implements linking executors to proce-

11https://w3id.org/affectedBy
12https://w3id.org/eep
13https://w3id.org/rc

https://scholar.google.com
https://www.sciencedirect.com
http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn
http://w3id.org/eepsa
https://w3id.org/affectedBy
https://w3id.org/eep
https://w3id.org/rc
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Fig. 2. The main classes and properties of the AffectedBy, EEP and RC ODPs used for the annotation of forecasts.

dures, eep:hasFeatureOfInterest linking executions to
features of interest, eep:forQuality linking executors
to qualities, and eep:forFeatureOfInterest linking ex-
ecutors to features of interest (see Figure 2).

The RC ODP aims at representing the results of
the executions defined in the EEP ODP as well as
their contexts. These results can be complex objects
that usually include units of measurement, the mea-
surement value, and some other optional parameters,
but sometimes, a simple representation with a literal
type value may suffice. Both complex and simple re-
sults can be modelled with the rc:hasResult object
property and the rc:hasSimpleResult datatype prop-
erty respectively. Furthermore, temporal and spatial
aspects of a result are represented in the RC ODP
with the rc:hasGenerationTime data property and the
rc:hasTemporalContext object property for the former,
and the rc:hasSpatialContext object property for the
latter.

These three ODPs are published in the ODP reposi-
tory OntologyDesignPatterns.org14 and they are avail-
able online with a CC BY 4.0 license. They have a
well-presented documentation, careful metadata with
explanatory descriptions of the intended meanings of
their terms, and alignments to other domain ontolo-
gies such as the SOSA/SSN ontology or W3C’s PROV-
O ontology15 to ensure clarity in modelling and avoid
errors that may have unintended reasoning implica-

14http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/
15https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/

tions [47]. Hence, they satisfy the ontology quality cri-
teria established in Section 3.2.1.

3.2.3. Ontologies for representing predictive
procedures

The other knowable topic that needs to be repre-
sented with adequate ontological terms is the one con-
cerning the predictive procedures used for achieving
forecasts. The existing ontologies in this domain are
not as abundant as for the previous one, although there
are still ontologies covering ML experiments and dif-
ferent areas of the data mining, such as the OntoDM-
core ontology described in [48] or the DMOP ontol-
ogy presented in [49]. However, there is a gap between
these ontologies, which definitely hampers an ideal
interoperable scenario. Towards reducing such a gap
and achieving a higher level of interoperability among
those resources, the ML-Schema16 [50] was developed
within the W3C Machine Learning Schema Commu-
nity Group17. And this is the ontology selected to be
reused for FIDES. It is an ontology that provides a set
of classes, properties, and restrictions to represent dif-
ferent aspects of ML processes. On the one hand, re-
sources to describe the data used as input and their
characteristics and quality are offered. On the other,
resources to describe the implementations, algorithms
used to develop models and their hyperparameters are
defined. Finally, the developed models, their character-
istics and the evaluation obtained in the training phase

16http://www.w3.org/ns/mls
17https://www.w3.org/community/ml-schema/

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
http://www.w3.org/ns/mls
https://www.w3.org/community/ml-schema/
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Fig. 3. The main classes and properties of the ML-Schema used for the annotation of predictive models.

can also be represented with this ontology. Figure 3
shows the main classes and relationships defined in the
ML-Schema.

The ML-Schema is published in the LOV catalogue
and it is available online with a W3C Community Con-
tributor License Agreement. Even though it has a com-
plete documentation page, the metadata associated to
the resources described in the ontology are incomplete.
As a matter of fact, the guidelines proposed by [51],
which are considered one of the most complete ontol-
ogy metadata guidelines to date, are not met in many
cases. For example, there is no human readable label
for any of the defined terms, and additionally, there
are classes (e.g. mls:DatasetCharacteristic) and prop-
erties (e.g. mls:hasValue) which have no metadata as-
sociated at all, thus their intended meaning is not clear
and their functionality is open to interpretation. There-
fore, the W3C Machine Learning Schema Community
Group should work on this issue to improve the vocab-
ulary’s reusability18. The ML-Schema is also mapped
to more specific ontologies and vocabularies focused
on ML such as the MEX vocabulary presented by [52].

Summarising, the ontologies leveraged by FIDES
for the representation of the relevant information are,
on the one hand, the AffectedBy, the EEP and the RC
ODPs for representing forecasts, and on the other, the
ML-Schema for representing predictive procedures.
The alignment between these ontologies is rather
straightforward thanks to their design with a view to
be easily extended and complemented with other onto-
logical resources. As a matter of fact, two RDF triples
suffice to integrate the aforementioned ontologies:

mls:Process v eep:Procedure

18An issue related to this matter is opened at the moment of writ-
ing this article in https://github.com/ML-Schema/core/issues/25.

where the ML-Schema’s mls:Process class is defined
as a subclass of EEP ODP’s eep:Procedure class, and

mls:Model v eep:Executor

where the ML-Schema’s mls:Model class is defined as
a subclass of EEP ODP’s eep:Executor class.

4. FIDES in use

In order to illustrate the validity of FIDES, it has
been implemented in a real-world energy efficiency
scenario. In this scenario, a total of 122 residential and
small commercial buildings located in the island of
Lanzarote (Spain) have participated, and for each of
them, a predictive model that forecast the electric de-
mand of the next 24 hours had to be developed. Then,
the generated forecasts would be used as an input for
the overall energy efficiency solution, which is out of
scope. This scenario has been running for a total of 62
days, therefore, a total of 181,536 forecasts (24 fore-
cast per day per building unit x 122 building units x 62
days) have been generated in total by the 122 predic-
tive models developed.

These forecasts had to be accountable as it was an
explicit requisite of the energy efficiency solution that
they were part of. With a classic approach, the infor-
mation describing the relationship between the predic-
tive models and the building units to which they corre-
spond, is gathered in an Excel file. As for the forecasts,
they are stored in a relational database where specific
SQL queries have to be executed to retrieve the desired
ones. Likewise, some minor details of the predictive
models such as its performance, are stored in another
table of the same database. Finally, other information
of the predictive models is not collected, thus different

https://github.com/ML-Schema/core/issues/25
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Fig. 4. Simplified graphic representation of the triples representing the 02SX building unit’s electric consumption forecast.

functions have to be executed in the R framework over
each predictive model to access this information.

Therefore, it is evident that managing the account-
ability in the scenario described is not a trivial task
and that an approach supported by technologies that
enable the management of the semantics and interrela-
tionships of data, as well as the knowledge represen-
tation could ease this process. This is why FIDES has
been implemented.

4.1. Predictive Model Development and Deployment
phase

The 122 predictive models have been developed by
a team of data scientists in the R programming lan-
guage, and all of them have been implemented using
the same KNN algorithm of the caret19 package. How-
ever, since the training data available for each building
unit differed due to various reasons (e.g. lost of data
derived from the malfunctioning of electricity meters),
the value of the k hyperparameter also differed, and it
was assigned by using the forward-chaining time series
cross validation method. Furthermore, the forecasting
effectiveness of the developed models has been evalu-
ated with the RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) met-
ric.

The developed predictive models have been ex-
ported in the form of .rds files and put into produc-
tion in an Rserve version 3.2.5 deployed in a Docker20

container. These predictive models have been automat-
ically executed once a day during 62 days, using peri-
odical tasks executed by a cron daemon process.

19http://caret.r-forge.r-project.org/
20https://www.docker.com/

4.2. Semantic Annotation and Storage phase

Once all the 122 predictive models have been gener-
ated and deployed in Rserve, their corresponding RDF
triples have been automatically generated and stored
in the Virtuoso Open-Source Edition version 7.2.5.1
repository. Likewise, each time a forecast has been
generated, its corresponding RDF triples have been au-
tomatically generated and stored in the same reposi-
tory.

For the sake of demonstrating the automatic seman-
tic annotation within FIDES, let us consider the fol-
lowing simplified use case. A given predictive model
was executed on 2020/11/25 at 07:00 and forecast that
the building unit 02SX would have an electric con-
sumption of 1,113 Wh on 2020/11/25 at 11:00. This
predictive model was trained with 7,423 data points
collected from the 02SX building unit. The features of
the training set included, apart from the electric con-
sumption, the hour when the measurement was made,
the weekday and whether it was a working day or not.
This predictive model was based on the R language’s
caret package’s KNN algorithm implementation with
the hyperparameter k set to 7, and obtained an RMSE
of 242.03 Wh. The triples describing the predictive
model developed for the 02SX are represented by Fig-
ure 5

The forecast has been defined as an instance of the
eep:Execution class. It has been made by (eep:madeBy)
a given predictive model (eep:Executor) and produced
by (eep:usedProcedure) following a given procedure
represented as individual of the eep:Procedure class.
The properties defined in the RC ODP have been
used for representing the actual value of the forecast
(rc:hasSimpleResult), the instant when the forecast has

http://caret.r-forge.r-project.org/
https://www.docker.com/
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Fig. 5. Simplified graphic representation of the triples representing the example scenario’s predictive model.

been generated (rc:hasGenerationTime) and the time
for when the forecast is valid (rc:hasTemporalCon-
text). Additionally, the forecast has been related with
the electric consumption of the building unit 02SX that
predicts (represented as individual of the aff:Quality
class) via the eep:onQuality object property, and this
quality has been linked with the building unit 02SX
(represented as an individual of the aff:FeatureOfInterest
class) it belongs to. The triples describing the electric
consumption forecast made for the 02SX are repre-
sented by Figure 4.

Regarding the procedure used for obtaining such a
forecast, it has been represented as an individual of
the mls:Run class, which is a subclass of the broader
mls:Process class. This procedure has executed an R
environment implementation (mls:Implementation) of
the KNN algorithm (mls:Algorithm) with the k hyper-
parameter (mls:Hyperparameter) value set to 7. Ad-
ditionally, the procedure has been related to the data
set used for the training process (mls:Dataset) via
the mls:hasInput object property. This data set’s fea-
tures have been represented with individuals of the
mls:DatasetCharacteristic class and linked with the
mls:hasQuality object property. Finally, the resulting
predictive model has been represented as an individual
of the mls:Model class and it has been related with the
procedure that generated it via the mls:hasOutput ob-
ject property. Likewise, the predictive model’s evalu-
ation (mls:ModelEvaluation) has been specified by an
individual of the mls:EvaluationMeasure class (in this
case representing the RMSE) via the mls:specifiedBy
object property and with a value of 242.03 Wh. The
predictive model and its features are characterised by
the triples represented in Figure 5. In addition, the
RDF triples representing both the forecast and the

predictive model’s procedure can be found in Ap-
pendix A.

4.3. Data Exploitation phase

Once the forecasts and details of the procedure used
by predictive models to generate such forecasts are
semantically annotated and stored in the RDF Store,
FIDES make use of a GUI to let end-users interact with
this information. First of all, a list with all the partici-
pant building units is displayed as shown in Figure 6.
This list is obtained automatically by calling an API
method that executes a predefined SPARQL query.

For the sake of demonstrating the different data ex-
ploitation functionalities offered by FIDES, let us con-
sider that the manager of the energy efficiency solution
may want to know:

– Which is the performance obtained in the training
of the model that forecasts the electric consump-
tion of the building unit 02SX?

This information can be discovered by clicking the
’Performance’ button of the row belonging to the 02SX
building unit, which in turn calls an API method that
instantiates and executes the predefined parameteriz-
able SPARQL query shown in Listing 1. When click-
ing the option, wild card $FORECAST_QUALITY is
automatically replaced with the forecast quality’s URI
(in this example, :elecCons_02SX). The results ob-
tained are shown in Table 1.

PREFIX eep : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / eep #>
PREFIX mls : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / ns / mls#>
PREFIX r d f : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 /

22− r d f − syn t ax −ns #>
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Fig. 6. FIDES GUI.

PREFIX r d f s : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 /
r d f −schema#>

SELECT ? p e r f o r m a n c e M e t r i c
? p e r f o r m a n c e V a l u e

WHERE {
? f o r e c a s t eep : o n Q u a l i t y

$FORECAST_QUALITY ;
eep : u s e d P r o c e d u r e ? p r o c e d u r e .

? p r o c e d u r e mls : h a s O u t p u t ? modelEval .

? modelEval r d f : t y p e mls : M o d e l E v a l u a t i o n ;
mls : s p e c i f i e d B y ? pe r fo rmanceMet r i cURI ;
mls : hasVa lue ? p e r f o r m a n c e V a l u e .

? pe r fo rmanceMet r i cURI r d f s : l a b e l
? p e r f o r m a n c e M e t r i c .

}

Listing 1: SPARQL query for retrieving the perfor-
mance obtained in the training of the model that fore-
cast a certain quality for a certain instant of time.

Likewise, the manager may also wonder:

Table 1
Results obtained after running the SPARQL query shown in List-
ing 1, parameterised with the desired values.

?performanceMetric ?performanceValue
RMSE 242.03

– Which is the algorithm and hyperparameters used
by the model that forecast the electric consump-
tion of the building unit 02SX?

This information can be discovered by clicking the
’Algorithm’ button of the row belonging to the 02SX
building unit, which in turn calls another API method
that instantiates and executes the predefined parame-
terizable SPARQL query shown in Listing 2. Just like
in Listing 1, wild card $FORECAST_QUALITY and is
automatically replaced with the corresponding values
(in this example, :elecCons_02SX)). The results ob-
tained are shown in Table 2.

PREFIX r d f s : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 /
r d f −schema#>

PREFIX eep : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / eep #>
PREFIX mls : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / ns / mls#>
PREFIX r c : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / r c #>
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SELECT ? a l g o r i t h m ? h y p e r p a r a m e t e r
? hyperparamValue

WHERE {
? f o r e c a s t eep : o n Q u a l i t y

$FORECAST_QUALITY ;
r c : h a s T e m p o r a l C o n t e x t $FORECAST_TIME ;
eep : u s e d P r o c e d u r e ? p r o c e d u r e .

? p r o c e d u r e mls : e x e c u t e s ? i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .

? i m p l e m e n t a t i o n mls : imp lemen t s
? a lgo r i t hmURI ;

mls : h a s H y p e r P a r a m e t e r
? hype rpa rame te rURI .

? h y p e r p a r a m e t e r S e t t i n g mls : s p e c i f i e d B y
? hype rpa rame te rURI ;

mls : hasVa lue ? hyperparamValue .

? a lgo r i t hmURI r d f s : l a b e l ? a l g o r i t h m .

? hype rpa rame te rURI r d f s : l a b e l
? h y p e r p a r a m e t e r .

}

Listing 2: SPARQL query for retrieving the algorithm
and hyperparameters of the model that forecast a cer-
tain quality for a certain instant of time.

Table 2
Results obtained after running the SPARQL query shown in List-
ing 2, parameterised with the desired values.

?algorithm ?hyperparameter ?hyperparamValue
knn k 7

Apart from the two API methods and correspond-
ing predefined parametrisable SPARQL queries shown
above, FIDES has two additional functionalities that
may contribute to hold the ML accountable but, for
the sake of simplicity, are not shown in this article.
Namely, functionalities that answer the questions:

– Which are the last 24 forecasts generated by a
given predictive model?

– Which are the starting and ending dates of the
training data of a given predictive model?

The answer to these questions can be obtained by
clicking in the ’Last 24 hours’ and ’Size’ buttons of
the GUI respectively, which will in turn call the corre-
sponding API methods that will trigger the parametri-
sation of the SPARQL queries, following the same pro-
cess as shown for the previous two questions.

5. Evaluation and Discussion

The validity of FIDES has been evaluated for the
presented scenario from three different points of view:
usability, functionality and scalability. Likewise, three
different people with different backgrounds partici-
pated in the evaluation process: two data scientists and
one system manager. It is worth noting that, although
they had different backgrounds, all of them had previ-
ous experience with energy efficiency problems. Addi-
tionally, the classical approach a person should follow
for holding a ML system not supported by FIDES is
also explained, for the sake of evaluating the accessi-
bility to the information.

5.1. Usability

The usability of FIDES has been measured with the
SUS (System Usability Scale) [53]. It consists in a
questionnaire with ten questions, where participants
are asked to score them with one of five responses that
range from Strongly Agree (5 points) to Strongly dis-
agree (1 point). It allows to evaluate a wide variety of
products and services, including hardware, software,
mobile devices, websites and applications, and it has
become an industry standard. The SUS questionnaire
has been used after participants have interacted with
FIDES at least once and before any discussion took
place. Furthermore, as suggested by the methodology
itself, participants have been asked to record an imme-
diate response to each question, rather than thinking
about items for a long time.

The average score obtained was 80.8 out of 100, so
it can be concluded that the overall usability of FIDES
is very good. The most remarkable outcomes of this
questionnaire are that all participants think that they
would use FIDES frequently as it is easy to use and
quick to learn. The average score for each question is
shown in Figure 7.

5.2. Functionality

At the moment of writing this article, FIDES offers
four functionalities with a view to help end-users hold-
ing ML systems accountable:

– Obtain the performance of a given predictive
model.

– Obtain the algorithm and hyperparameter values
of a given predictive model.

– Obtain the last 24 forecasts generated by a given
predictive model.
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Fig. 7. Average SUS score of FIDES.

– Obtain the starting and ending dates of the data
set used to train a given predictive model.

Participants have been asked about the functional-
ities offered by FIDES (to which degree these four
functionalities satisfied their needs) and whether they
would require from further functionalities. Two of the
interviewees responded that the functionalities satis-
fied all their needs and that they did not have addi-
tional requests at the moment. The third one responded
that a functionality that provided additional informa-
tion related to the training data’s quality dimensions
like completeness (related to the number of missing
values) or time uniqueness (related to the duplicated
data) could be helpful.

Thanks to the fine-grained semantic representation
of both the forecasts made by the predictive model and
the procedure followed by such a predictive model for
making the forecasts, additional queries are at hand.
However, these queries are not currently implemented
in the FIDES interface, and should therefore be made
by executing specific SPARQL queries in the RDF
Store’s SPARQL endpoint. This means that end-users
should, on the one hand, have enough knowledge to
design SPARQL queries, and on the other, be aware
of the network of ontologies used to represent the col-
lected information. This would indeed diminish the
advantage of FIDES, which consists in making ML
systems accountable in a straightforward manner and
without the need of having specific technical skills.

Therefore, FIDES is expected to extend the func-
tionalities offered in further releases by developing
API methods that execute predefined parameterisable
SPARQL queries, instead of letting users access the
SPARQL endpoint directly.

5.3. Scalability

The scalability of FIDES has been evaluated consid-
ering the number of triples it needs to scale to the usage
of the proposed real-world energy efficiency scenario
over the time.

FIDES uses around 35 triples to represent a pre-
dictive model, which could increase depending on the
number of hyperparameters described of the algorithm
used for building the model and the required inputs.
At first, once the predictive models that conform an
ML systems are represented, the number of triples
should remain stable. However, under normal condi-
tions, predictive models’ performance degrade over
time due to a change in the environment that vio-
lates the models assumptions [54], and models need
to be retrained. This retraining consists in re-running
the process that generated the previous model on the
new set of data available but, since according to [55]
the electric consumption patterns are strongly influ-
enced by occupants’ behaviour and lifestyle, a change
in their habits (e.g. a family member leaving the house-
hold or a commercial building extending their working
hours) may make the typical retraining process insuf-
ficient and new predictive models may be necessary.
This means that each building unit may need more than
a single predictive model over time, specially amidst
this COVID-19 situation [56], which leads to a linear
growth of triples.

As for the representation of each forecast, it needs
around 12 triples. In this kind of ML systems where
forecasts are generated with a rather high frequency,
the amount of triples generated after a certain period
of time increases in a linear way but can end up grow-
ing in an exponential way, as the number of predictive
models increases. A direct consequence of having such
an increasing amount of triples are the high query la-
tencies. A similar situation has already been addressed
in the literature for IoT data, which is characterised
by its abundance, and it is recommended to be stored
in suitable storage systems like Time Series Database
(TSDB) [40, 57, 58]. These databases are optimised
for time series data, thus being able to manage such
an amount of data while ensuring a high performance.
Therefore, in order to ensure storage efficiency and a
reduced query latency, FIDES should consider storing
forecasts in TSDBs, at a cost of losing some semanti-
cally annotated information.
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5.4. Accessibility

As mentioned in Section 4.3, two of the questions
that could help holding the ML system of the real-
world energy efficiency scenario accountable could be:

– Which is the performance obtained in the training
of the model that forecasts the electric consump-
tion of the building unit 02SX?

– Which is the algorithm and hyperparameters used
by the model that forecast the electric consump-
tion of the building unit 02SX?

If this scenario were no supported by FIDES, in or-
der to answer the first question, an end-user would
need to go through an Excel file where information re-
lated to each house is stored. Once the internal iden-
tifier of the building unit O2SX were retrieved, this
information would be used to execute a specific SQL
query in a PostgreSQL where this information were
stored. This means that, not only the end-user needs to
have SQL skills, but also, to be aware of the underly-
ing data model used for representing the information.
In contrast, with FIDES, the end-user would need to
select the building unit 02SX from the list of houses
displayed, and click in the ’Performance’ button.

As for the second question, since this information is
not being stored, the process to access the information
would be more complicated. First of all, the end-user
would need to retrieve the predictive model file be-
longing to the building unit 02SX. This model is stored
in a folder within the Docker container from where it
is periodically executed. Once this file is retrieved, it
needs to be analysed in the R environment by execut-
ing different functions. This means that, for answering
this question, the end-user needs to have R skills. On
the contrary, FIDES allows the access to this informa-
tion by simply clicking in the ’Algorithm’ button of
the corresponding building unit.

6. Conclusions

The current adoption, deployment and application
of AI systems is not as wide as it could be expected,
mainly due to a lack of trust of users. Nowadays, there
are some scenarios where certain legal, ethical and
technological compliance requirements must be satis-
fied and where the potential causes that may lead to un-
desirable outcomes must be identified. The ontology-
based approach proposed in this article is expected to,
on the one hand, address these needs and hold ML sys-

tems accountable, and on the other, contribute to help-
ing in the overcoming of these adoption barriers.

FIDES is based on ontologies for representing,
structuring and setting formal relations among the pre-
dictive models and the forecasts that conform a ML
system, and provides end-users with the necessary
means to exploit this knowledge for answering rele-
vant questions for making such a ML system account-
able. Furthermore, following the Semantic Web best
practice, FIDES reuses existing ontologies that follow
certain quality criteria to the extent possible.

The validity of FIDES has been demonstrated in a
real-world energy efficiency scenario where more than
120 buildings participated. After evaluating the tool
in such a demonstration scenario, it can be concluded
that the overall usability of the system is good, that
the current functionalities may satisfy most managers’
requirements, and that the access to the information
needed for holding systems accountable is much more
straightforward compared with a traditional approach.

The potential of Semantic Technologies to fill ex-
isting gaps and address unsolved challenges towards
trustworthy AI is high, even though it is not fully ex-
ploited yet. The contributions presented in this article
try to, on the one hand, pave the way for future re-
search in the usage of ontologies for holding AI sys-
tems accountable, and on the other, raise awareness
of the possibilities of Semantic Technologies in differ-
ent factors that may contribute to achieving trustwor-
thy AI systems. Therefore, apart from accountability,
the research of the Semantic Technologies as a whole
for solving other related factors such as fairness, ex-
plainability or transparency is also of interest, and they
should receive a bigger attention from the Semantic
Web community.

6.1. Future Work

To the extent of knowledge of author, at the mo-
ment of writing this article, FIDES is the first tool that
exploits Semantic Technologies towards holding ML
systems accountable. Just as it happens in these situ-
ations, this tool has potential points for improvement
that could help upgrading and enhance FIDES as a
whole.

The feasibility of FIDES should be tested with
ML systems aimed at solving complex multiobjective
problems, where the outputs of some given ML sys-
tems are the input for other ML systems. It is possi-
ble that the interaction between different components
of such systems may require from additional ontolog-
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ical resources that are not covered by the ontologies
currently considered in the presented approach. Fur-
thermore, a wider variety of algorithms and libraries
should also be tested.

Likewise, the new functionalities required by one of
the testers should be considered for future versions of
FIDES. Namely, the training data quality information.
The quality of the training data determines whether it
meets a standard set by the data scientist or not, and
it can be measured in terms of its completeness, ac-
curacy or conformity among others. For the purpose
of representing this information, other ontologies such
as the Data Quality Vocabulary21 [59] or the DQTS
(Data Quality for Time Series)22 [60] ontology should
be considered, as well as the integration of FIDES
with other tools that automatically calculate such met-
rics [61].
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Appendix A. RDF examples

This appendix shows the RDF representation of the examples used in the article. For the sake of understandability
the Turtle serialisation format has been used.

@pref ix : < h t t p : / / example . com/ > .
@pref ix a f f : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / a f f e c t e d B y #> .
@pref ix c d t : < h t t p : / / w3id . o rg / l i n d t / c u s t o m _ d a t a t y p e s #> .
@pref ix eep : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / eep #> .
@pref ix r d f : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 − r d f − syn t ax −ns #> .
@pref ix r d f s : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema#> .
@pref ix r c : < h t t p s : / / w3id . o rg / r c #> .
@pref ix xsd : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#> .

: b u i l d i n g U n i t _ 0 2 S X r d f : t y p e a f f : F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t .
: e lecCons_02SX r d f : t y p e a f f : Q u a l i t y .
: fo recas t_20201125T1100_e lecCons_02SX r d f : t y p e eep : E x e c u t i o n .
: f o r e c a s t e r _ 0 2 S X r d f : t y p e eep : E x e c u t o r .
: p rocess_02SX r d f : t y p e eep : P r o c e d u r e .

: elecCons_02SX a f f : be longsTo : b u i l d i n g U n i t _ 0 2 S X .
: fo recas t_20201125T1100_e lecCons_02SX eep : o n Q u a l i t y : elecCons_02SX ;

eep : madeBy : f o r e c a s t e r _ 0 2 S X ;
eep : u s e d P r o c e d u r e : process_02SX ;
r c : h a s G e n e r a t i o n T i m e "2020 −11 −25T07 : 0 0 " ^ ^ xsd : da teTime ;
r c : h a s T e m p o r a l C o n t e x t "2020 −11 −25T11 : 0 0 " ^ ^ xsd : da teTime ;
r c : h a s S i m p l e R e s u l t "1113 W. h "^^ c d t : en e rg y .

Listing 3: RDF representation of the example scenario’s forecast.

@pref ix : < h t t p : / / example . com/ > .
@pref ix c d t : < h t t p : / / w3id . o rg / l i n d t / c u s t o m _ d a t a t y p e s #> .
@pref ix mls : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / ns / mls#> .
@pref ix r d f : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 − r d f − syn t ax −ns #> .
@pref ix r d f s : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema#> .
@pref ix xsd : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#> .

: process_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : Run ;
mls : e x e c u t e s : r_knn_02SX ;
mls : h a s I n p u t : inputData_02SX ;
mls : h a s I n p u t : f ea tu re00_02SX ;
mls : h a s O u t p u t : model_02SX ;
mls : h a s O u t p u t : m o d e l E v a l u a t i o n _ 0 2 S X _ m e t r i c .

: r_knn_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : I m p l e m e n t a t i o n ;
mls : imp lemen t s : c a r e t _ k n n ;
mls : h a s H y p e r P a r a m e t e r : r_knn_k_02SX ;

mls : h a s Q u a l i t y : r _ k n n _ 0 2 S X _ m o d e l _ t y p e _ r e g r e s s i o n ;

: c a r e t _ k n n r d f : t y p e mls : A lgo r i t hm ;
r d f s : l a b e l " knn "^^ xsd : S t r i n g ;
r d f s : comment " k− N e a r e s t Ne ighbor s "^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

: r_knn_k_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : Hype rPa rame te r ;
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r d f s : l a b e l " k "^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

: r _ k n n _ 0 2 S X _ m o d e l _ t y p e _ r e g r e s s i o n r d f : t y p e mls : I m p l e m e n t a t i o n C h a r a c t e r i s t i c ;
r d f s : l a b e l " R e g r e s s i o n "^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

: r_knn_k_7 r d f : t y p e mls : H y p e r P a r a m e t e r S e t t i n g ;
mls : s p e c i f i e d B y : r_knn_k_02SX .
mls : hasVa lue "7"^^ xsd : i n t .

: inputData_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : D a t a s e t ;
mls : h a s Q u a l i t y : inpu tData_02SX_obs .

: inpu tData_02SX_obs r d f : t y p e mls : D a t a C h a r a c t e r i s t i c ;
r d f s : comment " obs . " ^ ^ xsd : S t r i n g ;
r d f s : comment " Number o f o b s e r v a t i o n s "^^ xsd : S t r i n g ;
mls : hasVa lue "7423"^^ xsd : i n t .

: f ea tu re00_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : F e a t u r e ;
r d f s : l a b e l " s inmonth "^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

: model_02SX r d f : t y p e mls : Model ;
r d f s : l a b e l " Model 02SX"^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

: m o d e l E v a l u a t i o n _ 0 2 S X _ m e t r i c r d f : t y p e mls : M o d e l E v a l u a t i o n ;
mls : s p e c i f i e d B y : rmse ;
mls : hasVa lue " 2 4 2 . 0 3 W. h "^^ c d t : e ne rg y .

: rmse r d f : t y p e mls : E v a l u a t i o n M e a s u r e ;
r d f s : l a b e l "RMSE"^^ xsd : S t r i n g .

Listing 4: RDF representation of the example scenario’s Predictive Model process.
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